
Minutes: ECLD meeting, March 8, 2006 

Location: TLC Conference Room 
Host: Judy Higgins, TLC Librarian 

Note taker: Isabelle Eula, CMU_Q librarian  

The committee was welcomed by Dr. Ana Karola, Director of TLC, with appropriate 

introductions where needed.  

Preamble: ECDL members agreed on rotating the task of taking minutes: Isabelle will 

take the minutes for the March 8 meeting. 

1.  Group Catalog 

 

Questions were raised at the beginning of meeting: 

- Is that driven by a collective need ? 

Although the demand may vary from one university to another (based on the curriculum 

taught), various faculty, staff and/or students have expressed growing interest to access 

the various collections available at Education City. Georgetown and VCU have received 

several requests since this service started.  Education City ILL statistics are not reliable 

since the ILL service has not officially started. 

- What purpose does it serve us to create a catalog at this junction of the EC library? 

Having a union catalog will facilitate access (unique interface). The service is password-

based, so the records will be made available to library/ users who have been 

authenticated. 

DB: the union catalog is not an expensive service: ~ 1200 $/ each institution if the annual 

cost ($7900/ year) is split even among us.  

PC agrees that there is an interest if the cost is shared equally. 

FW: In addition, it will be an advantage for the future Central Library to have an existing 

catalog. It is also a step further among EC library to collaborate together. 

ABP is finding interest to have access to union catalog for cataloging purpose (copy 

cataloging / original cataloging) 

 

JH: Qatar Academy find interest in ways that QA/ ABP and TLC can share their records. 

Discussion between Michel, Pat and Dana regarding the interest and use of union catalog 

for cataloging purposes (level 1 and 2 cataloging, subject heading, original cataloging 

versus copy cataloging etc  ...) 

Conclusion: the use of the Union Catalog is to log on the website (one-point t entry 

different OPAC URL) and to have access to the WorldCat records which have been 

declared by each specific institution. 



Each ECDL members confirmed interest into the Union Catalog and that it’s worth the 

price and moving ahead with Arthur smith. Some libraries need confirmation/ approval 

by their senior administration. 

Detail regarding contract and invoice should follow. 

2- Borrowing privileges for QF employees 

 

It is up to each lending library to extend its ILL services to the community users. It may 

be through direct borrowing or ILL. 

EC libraries may also consider a “courier service” to help serve ILL from /within EC 

libraries to other borrowing libraries (ie Qatar U, CAN …) FW points out that this is an 

intermittent activity. 

 3.  E-mail netiquette 

Make sure to erase any irrelevant thread from former e-mail or communication. 

 

4.  Protocol for inviting guests to meetings 

It is agreed that principles of courtesy toward the group apply in this matter. In order to 

invite guests at ECLD Meeting, the protocol is place is as follows: 

- The individual who wishes to invite a guest (dean, vendors, guest speaker …) will 

contact the chairman to let him/her know about the visit and its general purpose.  

- Invitation should not be sent out without approval of the chair of ECDL 

FW announced that on April 12, 2006, during the inaugural of GSFS_Q, she would like 

to invite GSFS the Assoc. University Librarian and University Librarian to the ECDL 

meeting. 

 

5.  Procedure for selecting Chair of ECLDC  

Pat will end his term with the end of the coming academic year 07/08. Usually, the 

selection of a new chair is made by the former outgoing chair and incoming chair. 

Recommending Committee for the new term: Dana and Pat will make the 

recommendation for the new chair. The term will be from … to the following academic 

year. 

6.  ARL Statistics 

For EC libraries whose parent institutions are ARL libraries? FW is offering to share the 

formal documents used at GSFS to record the statistics. Although not all EC libraries are 

ARL libraries, it may be useful for EC libraries to share common usage statistics. 



7.  Technology, Empowerment, Education Conference 

Pat was recommended by QA senior administration to participate in the discussion 

panels. 

He will also contact Dr. Al Thani to ensure that all ECDL members receive an invitation. 

8-  ILL Chart with contact information  

Completed :  Pat will send the final output 

9.  Other points:   

Frieda asked that the Georgetown University senior library staff who will be in Doha at 

the time of the next meeting also be invited to attend the ECLDC meeting.  All voting 

members approved.  The invitation will be issued by Frieda on the committee’s behalf.  


